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Abstract: Recent research in Learning Sciences has drawn attention to the affordances of 

enabling students to learn about scientific phenomena through a complex systems lens. In this 

study, we adopt a complex systems perspective in helping students to learn about artificial 

selection by using an agent-based participatory simulation - Bird Breeder. Our goal is to 

identify the strategies students used when using this simulation, and investigate the kinds of 

abstractions they made about the underlying agent-level mechanisms and emerging

population-level outcomes of the model. We answer these questions using data collected from 

three high school biology classes that used this simulation. Our findings indicate that Bird 

Breeder was effective in fostering learning about the agent-level mechanisms that drive 

artificial selection. In contrast, the effectiveness of Bird Breeder at helping students learn 

about population-level outcomes of artificial selection is less clear. The findings have 

provided insight into possible design revisions to this simulation. 

Literature review
The study of complex systems is increasingly becoming a new strand of literacy (Jacobson & Wilensky, 2006). 

We consider a complex system to be an emergent system in which population-level trends emerge from 

individual-level mechanisms. In the educational context, the study of complex systems as a literacy entails 

empowering students with the opportunity to understand the complexities of a system at varying levels of the 

system (Wilensky, 2003� Wilensky & Resnick, 1999). 

Biology is replete with instances of complex systems in which phenomena can best be understood by 

grappling with relationships between levels in the system (Wilensky & Reisman, 2006). Evolution, which is 

central to the study of biological sciences, is a complex emergent phenomenon, often grossly misunderstood by 

the public at large (Alters & Nelson, 2002). Broadly viewed from a complex systems perspective, evolution is a 

process of change at the level of populations, such as species, resulting from mechanisms at work at the 

individual level such as organisms, alleles and so on.  

Popular representations of evolutionary change such as cladograms and graphic simulations have been 

widely studied for their impact on student learning (Ainsworth, 2009� Evans et al, 2010� Soderberg & Price, 

2003). While these representations depict change over time, they fail to provide insight into the mechanistic 

underpinnings of evolutionary change. They do not represent how populations change over time. Agent-based 

representations are more effective at helping students learn about how population-level changes emerge from 

individual-level interactions (Centola, McKenzie & Wilensky, 2000� Wilensky & Novak, 2010, �iang & 

Passmore, 2010). Most of this work has been done using agent-based models in which students explored models 

of evolutionary processes as an observer of the system. 

In this paper, we examine the use of agent-based models in which students are participants in the 

system. This is done using agent-based participatory simulations, which enable students to step into an agent-

based model by becoming an agent in the system (Wilensky & Stroup, 1999a). By doing this, students discover 

strategies that characterize the agent-level mechanistic underpinnings in an emerging system. In this way, 

learners increasingly appropriate the relationship between emergent aggregate-level change in the system and 

the agent-level mechanisms that drive the change (Wilensky & Stroup, 1999a). 

A participatory simulation is likely to be a felicitous environment for a notoriously challenging topic 

such as evolution because it can leverage students� agent-level cognitive resources related to evolution (Wagh & 

Wilensky, 2010). The goal of this paper is to study this potential in the context of a participatory simulation, the 

Bird Breeder (Wilensky & Novak, in preparation) which forms one activity in the agent-based modeling 

curriculum for evolution, BEAGLE (Biological Experiments in Adaptation, Genetics, Learning & Evolution) 

(Wilensky & Novak, 2010). 

Research Questions
In this paper, we investigate two questions in the context of students participating in the Bird Breeder 

simulation. First, we examine the strategies students spontaneously employed when participating in the 

environment to breed certain variations of birds. Second, we investigate what students learned about the agent-

level mechanisms and population-level outcomes of artificial selection from participating in this environment. 

Methods
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Data Collection
This study was conducted in the context of a two-week long implementation of BEAGLE in three high-school 

biology classes in a mid-western town in the United States. Students used a participatory simulation of artificial 

selection, Bird Breeder developed in the HubNet module (Wilensky & Stroup, 1999b) of NetLogo (Wilensky, 

1999). The students spent one class period working on Bird Breeder. On the second day, the teacher led a whole 

class discussion to synthesize what students had learned from the model. Then she asked students to answer one 

of two questions� to note down either three mechanisms or three outcomes of artificial selection that they 

learned from the model. The students worked alone and were given about 7-10 minutes to work on this task. 

Responses of 38 students were collected and transcribed. Students were also video-recorded as they worked in 

their groups on this model. �ideos of three groups were closely analyzed.

Bird-Breeder differs from other participatory simulations in BEAGLE in that the class is divided up 

into groups of four, with each group engaging in their own enactment of the participatory simulation rather than 

the entire class participating in a single enactment. Within their groups, each student assumed the role of a bird 

breeder and was randomly assigned three or four birds at the start of the simulation. These birds differed from 

each other with respect to four traits: the color of their crest, tail, breast and wings. Through the course of the 

simulation, students could breed birds in the communal breeding site. Students could also release birds they did 

not want into the wild. Each group�s goal was to breed three pairs of birds with a red tail and wings, a purple 

breast and a blue crest.    

Data Analysis
Two coding schemes were developed to analyze the data. The first coding scheme comprises codes that identify 

strategies students used when breeding birds. These strategies were identified through student utterances� 

student utterances were coded as a strategy when students verbalized a move by giving directions to another

student or justifying their own move. 

The following codes emerged from open-coding of student talk in their groups. 1) Elimination: A 

student move was so coded when a certain bird was released from the population. 2) Selective focusing: A 

student move was so coded when students focused on one or two traits for breeding at a time. 3) Suitable mate: 

A student move was coded such when students purposefully picked a certain bird as a good mate for another 

bird. 4) Purebred: A student move was so coded when students bred 2 goal birds assuming that the offspring 

would be a goal bird. 5) Survey: A move was so coded when students reviewed the population of birds they 

collectively had in their group.

A second coding scheme was developed to analyze student responses to the question posed by the 

teacher. The codes are: 1) Model-centric: A response was so coded if it included details about the model without 

identifying a mechanism or outcome of artificial selection. 2) Agent-level mechanism: A response was so coded 

if it described one or more of the underlying agent-level rules for artificial selection. 3) Population-level 

outcome: A response was coded such if it described what was happening to the population over time. 4) Other: A 

response that could not be categorized in any of the previous categories.

Each student response was coded and responses in each category were counted up for analysis.    

Results
Question 1: What strategies emerged as students participated in this simulation?
As students engaged in this simulation, they spontaneously enacted mechanisms of artificial selection in the 

form of strategies used to breed the goal birds. Four mechanisms were most commonly adopted by the groups� 

first, students eliminated birds that did not have the variations needed in the goal birds� second, students actively 

strategized about which birds would be suitable mates to breed� third, students selectively focused on one or two 

traits to breed at a time� and last, once a male and female goal bird was bred, students used those birds for 

further breeding.

Across the three groups, students tended to release birds when they ran out of space in the breeding 

site. In the beginning of the simulation, students retained birds that had even one of the traits they needed. As the 

simulation progressed, students tended to retain birds with two or three of the desired variations. 

The following is an excerpt from Group 3. Group 3 had little space left in their breeding grounds to 

breed more birds. However, they had not yet bred the goal birds and needed to continue breeding birds.  

�S1: Oh. Um, the problem is that you don�t have any space.

S2: Oh, I don�t have any space.

S1: Uhhhh yeah. So get rid of your two, your two, that has no color, and spots, and make them fly 

away.�  

In this excerpt, S1 asks S2 to release the two birds that do not have any of the variations they need. All 

groups commonly pursued this strategy of releasing birds. Moreover, once a group managed to breed several of 

the goal birds, they were willing to release even a goal bird. This excerpt, taken from Group 3, illustrates this 

strategy.
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�S3: We just keep- get rid of some of your birds, S1.

S1: Yeah, I know.

S3: Be careful you don�t get rid of the good female. (The group laughs)

S3: I�d rather get rid of a good male because we have extra.�

In this excerpt, S3 is willing to forego a �good male� (male goal bird) rather than a �good female� 

(female goal bird) because they have extra males. The development of this strategy and the willingness to 

release even goal birds indicates that students were learning something about how the pool of the breeding 

population determines the kinds of offspring that would result from it. 

A second strategy students commonly pursued was to purposefully select which birds to mate rather 

than randomly mating birds. Male and female birds with the maximum number of desired variations were 

selected for mating. The following excerpt, taken from Group 1, illustrates the use of this strategy.    

�S3: Well, I�ve got a red tail and a red wing. So, what we need to do- 

S2: Alright, S3, you�ve got purple

S1: Oh, hold on S3, right off the top, the one you have selected- 

S4: I have red, I have ..

S1: -The one you have selected is going to be a good one to start with because three of the traits are 

already there, homozygous recessive so we just need to breed that with, does anybody have�

S4: I�ve got a red wing.

S2: Yeah, yeah, let�s try to focus on the red wing.�   

In this excerpt, S1 encourages S3 to begin mating with the selected bird because it already had 3 of the 

4 variations they wanted in the goal bird. Moreover, this group uses the third common strategy used by groups, 

selectively focusing on one or more traits at a time. This group decides to focus on a single trait, color of the 

wing in further breeding. It is important to note that Group 1 was using a feature of the model they had been 

asked to deactivate, the genotype display. Students had been asked to turn it off. This group accidentally left it 

on, and was using that information as a scaffold to guide their activity.

These two strategies, purposeful mating and selective focusing were seen across all three groups. In this 

excerpt, one sees students using both these strategies� they select a suitable mate for the bird they want to breed, 

and make that decision based on the traits they plan to focus on, purple breast and red tail.

�S1: And then after they make love, and have kids, then we�re going to have to breed your other one.

S2: Dang it.

S1: Yessss�

S3: Closer.

S1: Now we gotta breed that bird with your, uh, other one.

S2: Alright take, now take that one, and breed it with- 

S1: Your right one- 

S2: No, the same one you bred it with earlier.

S1: No, it needs a red tail.

S2: Oh. Yeah- 

S1: And that one has a purple breast too, so just breed that one and you can possibly knock out two 

birds with one stone. (laughs). Pun.

S3: Oho� Two birds with one stone.

S1: Now we got the purple breast, now we need a red wing and tail-� 

  Finally, the fourth strategy that emerged was that once a group bred the goal bird, they exclusively 

used it for further breeding. The following excerpt is from Group 3, taken from just before they bred their first 

goal bird.

�S2: Grrr. This needs a blue cap. God this stupid � c�mon, c�mon, c�mon � YES�

S1: YES�

S2: Now we just breed that with your good one- with your good male- I mean, female- and we just 

keep doing it over and over again until we have � 

S3: We just keep- get rid of some of your birds, S1.

S1: Yeah, I know.

S3: Be careful you don�t get rid of the good female.

(The group laughs.)

S3: I�d rather get rid of a good male because we have extra.

S1: Yes� We got our two. We got two. (Students give each other high fives)

S1: We have extra females.

S3: And then, at the end, you could just move, uh- 

S2: C�mon, c�mon, c�mon- dangit. That�s a good female.

S3: Alright, now we just do this again.� 

At the start of this excerpt, Group 3 needed only a blue cap to breed the goal bird. Their last breeding 
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gave them a goal bird that they called the �good� male. S2 suggests breeding the newly bred �good� male with 

the good female they already have, over and over again.  Their plan is to breed a �good female� and then breed 

the two over and over again to get more goal birds. 

An interesting point to note here is that though the group correctly strategized that breeding two 

purebreds with the four required variations of traits will result in another goal bird, they are inaccurately 

assuming that the two goal birds they have are indeed purebred. That is, they are assuming that the two birds are

homozygous recessive without testing their assumption. Though this group has discovered a mechanism that is 

key to artificial selection, it is manifesting levels confusion (Wilensky & Resnick, 1999) by taking the 

phenotype of a bird as an indicator of being a purebred rather than its genotype. This observation has led us to 

re-think the design of the activity to enable students to view the already existing feature in the model, viewing 

the genotype of a bird. 

In conclusion, the findings suggest that engaging in the Bird Breeders model facilitated discovering 

agent-level mechanisms that contribute to change in populations through artificial selection. 

Question 2: What did students learn about the mechanisms and outcomes of artificial 
selection?
Of the 38 student responses analyzed, 22 students responded to the question about mechanisms of artificial 

selection while 16 students responded to the question about outcomes of artificial selection. 

Of the 22 students who responded to the mechanisms question, 16 students described one or more 

mechanisms of artificial selection. For instance, one of the students responded, �Releasing useless stock. 

Selectively mixing traits together. Getting a lot of eggs per breeding pairs�. Another student responded, 

�Breeding lots of purebreds. Removing specimen with undesirable traits. Mating specimen with some desired 

traits with specimen with other desired traits�. The first student described three mechanisms of artificial 

selection� removal of individuals with unwanted traits from the breeding population, selectively breeding 

individuals with required traits, and conducting several matings for each pair. The second student described the 

mechanisms as� breeding several purebreds, removing individuals with unwanted traits from the breeding 

population, and mating individuals with one desired trait with individuals with another desired trait. The 

remaining 6 students responded in model-specific terms without describing a mechanism of artificial selection.

Of the 16 students who responded to the question about outcomes of artificial selection, 7 students 

described the outcomes in model-specific terms, by describing the goal birds in the simulation. For example, one 

of these students responded �Blue head, red tail with red wing, purple chests. Blue head red tail�wing purple 

chest. Blue head with red wing�tail. Purple chest � same outcome. A normal bird.� In other words, these 7 

students described the outcome in terms of the goal birds they tried to breed in the simulation. Only 5 students 

described the outcome in terms of population-level trends. For instance, one of the students responded, �loss of 

genetic information. Less durability in the species�. Another student responded, �Lowered genetic diversity in 

the species�. 

These findings indicate that while a majority of students reported agent-level mechanisms of artificial 

selection, fewer students described a population-level trend as an outcome of intentional selection. 

Discussion & Implications
The findings of this paper indicate that Bird Breeder was a felicitous learning environment for students to learn 

about mechanisms underlying artificial selection. Participation in the environment served to foreground the 

mechanisms of artificial selection for students. It is important to note that students had not been taught these 

strategies before using the simulation, or been explicitly asked to use them. By spontaneously generating 

strategies to breed the goal birds, students learned about mechanisms of artificial selection. 

Fewer students explicitly expressed their understanding of how populations change through artificial 

selection. We think there are three possible explanations for this. It is possible that the phrasing of the question 

did not trigger student thinking about what was happening at the population level and led students to respond in 

terms of model-specific outcomes (description of individual goal birds). Another possible explanation relates to 

the nature of representations included in the model. Unlike other HubNet models in BEAGLE, this model did 

not have a population-level representation that depicted the shifting trend in the population over time. This lack 

of an explicit aggregate-level representation might have made it difficult for students to synthesize how the 

population had changed over the course of the simulation run. Another explanation might be that Bird Breeder 

was a small-scale participatory simulation consisting of 4 students rather than the entire class. This small-scale 

HubNet model might have made it difficult for students to notice the aggregate-level trends that were emerging 

from their interactions.   

This study has opened a few exciting avenues for possible design revisions to the activity and future 

work. With respect to the design, we would like to include an aggregate-level representation in the model to 

depict how the population changes over time in the model so students can track shifting trends in the population. 

We would also like to give students access to the genotype indicator of each bird for a part of the activity. We 
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think that information will give students the opportunity to reason at a third level of complexity, individuals� 

genes, to reason about how change at that level influences change at the level of individual phenotypes, and the 

population. Finally, we would like to compare the affordances and constraints of exploring an agent-based 

model as an observer vs. a participant.  
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